
Executive Summary

Jaldee is a business platform primarily focused on healthcare vertical. The 
business is growing rapidly and has very high transactions.

The Platform offers as a SaaS based solution for healthcare providers, 
professionals and other businesses and establish their brand to acquire direct 
customers and retain them.

Jaldee’s objective is to provide an integrated, and robust application for 
managing appointments, queues, telehealth, multichannel bookings, payment 
processing, billing, customer wait predictions etc.

Challenges 

Having high transactions in the healthcare industry, the availability of the Jaldee 
platform is crucial. The successful customer was observing the overall growth 
and wanting to ensure that the cloud native features are leveraged and deployed 
in complete automated fashion. The objective of the Jaldee platform was that it 
should be scalable, reliable and configured for high availability. 

The client desired to safeguard their platform running at Optimized way for the 
cost, along with AWS best practices needed to be implemented.
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How did Matilda help them?
Matilda suite of Discovery, Assessment and Migration products helped the client identify the current landscape, applications 
dependencies mapping and running in AWS using Cloud native services. Deep insight app dependency and generating IaC 
allowed customer to establish the standardization following AWS best practices. 

Matilda platform enforced governance policies along with making sure all resources were tagged appropriately. The Platform, 
later also integrated with Customer notification engine.

Matilda platform redesigned the application for Cloud enablement to ensure applications can scale and support high 
availability. Platform kept the client engaged in the whole process and carried migration in a secure way. 

Business Value

☑ Discovered, assessed, and consolidated cloud-ready workloads for their IT’s operational efficiency.

☑ Enabled the client with identifying new opportunities to right-size their AWS instances.

☑ Assisted with App-Infra mapping and surfaced indispensable dependencies.

☑ Vested the company leaders with Matilda’s unique Utilization Reports, which provided the vital information, and suitably.

☑ Discovered and bolstered the company with powerful Application Views, Application-to-Application Dependencies,
Application-to-Infrastructure Dependencies.

☑ Generating IaC allowed customer to transform the App Deployment to DevOps pipeline.

☑ Integrated FinOps allowed customer to identify overall cost app migration based on targeted architecture.

☑ Matilda platform migrated the applications to AWS in an accelerated and secure manner.

☑ Matilda enabled the client cloud-ready with Matilda’s proven solutions in no time.
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